Premier Imaging
Take your imaging to a higher level. Premier
Imaging gives you powerful diagnostic tools
such as cephalometric tracings and morphing
capabilities. Premier Imaging is available for Edge,
ViewPoint, or as a standalone application.

Advanced
With Premier Imaging get advanced features to enhance your current imaging application.
Use ceph tracings with a variety of different analysis methods including custom analyses
per your specifications. Morphing lets your patients see the changes that have or will occur
to their teeth over the course of treatment.

Marketable
Premier Imaging gives you a tool set not only for treatment but also for patient education
and marketing opportunities. Image and Timepoint Morphing can be imported directly
into Edge Animations to be used with other animations.* The final film strip can then be
annotated and narrated and published directly to Facebook or Youtube.

Diagnosis
Quickly point and click to line up structures, making your diagnosis simple and easy. Once
completed, all of your images can be used in Edge Imaging just like any other photo.

Precision
With cephalometric tracings and superimposition, make sure that your patients are getting
the highest degree of treatment. Premier Imaging also includes Bolton Standards for a notrace quick review. Between all of the analysis tools and Bolton templates, you can ensure
your patients’ teeth are coming along the way you want them to.

“Premier Imaging is state-of-the-art,
especially the morphing capabilities in
planning surgical cases.”
– Dr. Gregory Pezza, Cranston, RI
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Premier Imaging
An advanced and powerful imaging tool that brings about a full suite of tools for you to utilize in your treatment
process. Complete your own ceph tracings, utilize the Bolton Standards to gauge your patients’ treatment, and show
your patients their changes with Image and Timepoint Morphing.* Measure, chart, and build the right treatment for
your patients with ease.

*Requires use of Edge Imaging and Edge Animations to fully utilize this feature.
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